SUMMER 2019 COURSE OFFERINGS

International Studies Courses Summer 2019

INTL 100.01 Introduction to International Studies ONLINE Sarah Wuigk EXTENDED SUMMER 05/13-06/24

INTL 290.01 ST: Religion and Globalization Zeff Bjerken OFFC in INDIA

Africa Concentration Course Offerings Summer 2019

POLI 359.03 ST: Emerging from Violence - The Politics and Psychology of Conflict and Trauma Christopher Day in RWANDA/UGANDA

POLI 379.02 ST: Politics of International Intervention Christopher Day in RWANDA/UGANDA

Asia Concentration Course Offerings Summer 2019

HISTORY AND POLITICS

INTL 290.01 ST: Religion and Globalization Zeff Bjerken OFFC in INDIA

RELS 298.01 ST: Religion, Climate Change, & Sustainable Development in the Indian Himalayas Todd Jared LeVasseur in INDIA

ART, LITERATURE AND CULTURE

ASST 105.01 Value & Tradition in Asian Civ: Thailand to China: Hist/Cult-Golden Triangle Lei Jin OFFC in THAILAND/ MYANMAR/ LAOS/ CHINA

ASST 240.01 ST: Food Culture, Tea, and the Environment of the Golden Triangle Piotr P Gibas OFFC in THAILAND/ MYANMAR/ LAOS/ CHINA

ARST 240.01 ST: The Arab World through Music and Song ONLINE Ghassan Nasr SUMMER II 07/08-08/04
International Comparative Literature Concentration Course Offerings Summer 2019

CPLT 200.01 Introduction to Comparative Literature ONLINE Meglena Z Miltcheva EXTENDED SUMMER 05/13-06/24
ENGL 212.01 The Cinema: History and Criticism ONLINE Colleen M Glenn MAYMESTER 05/13-05/31
ENGL 326.01 Irish Literature Joseph P Kelly OFFC in IRELAND
ENGL 360.01 Special Topics: Major Literary Themes TBA EXTENDED SUMMER 05/13-06/24
ENGL 363.01 Special Topics: Literature in History 1900-present Joseph P Kelly OFFC in IRELAND
LTIT 250.01 Italian Literature in (English) Translation Massimo A Maggiari OFFC in ITALY
LTIT 250.02 Italian Literature in (English) Translation MTWRF 01:45 pm-03:30 pm Katherine Elizabeth Greenburg SUMMER I 06/04-07/03
LTIT 350.01 Italian Literature in (English) Translation Massimo A Maggiari OFFC in ITALY
LTRS 270 01 M 3.000 Studies in Russian Film TBA 0 0 TBA SUMMER I 06/04-07/03
SPAN 320.01 Introduction to Textual Analysis Nadia D Avendano in SPAIN

Europe Concentration Course Offerings Summer 2019

HISTORY AND POLITICS

ANTH 329.01 ST: Peoples and Cultures of Ireland E Moore Quinn OFFC in IRELAND (please note that while the class counts for the INTL major the program is too short to fulfill the INTL study abroad requirement)
ANTH 352.01 Folklore of Ireland and the British Isles Moore Quinn OFFC in IRELAND (please note that while the class counts for the INTL major the program is too short to fulfill the INTL study abroad requirement)
IIAS 304 03 O 3.000 Special Topics in Irish and Irish American Studies TBA 0 0 E Moore Quinn OFFC in IRELAND (please note that while the class counts for the INTL major the program is too short to fulfill the INTL study abroad requirement)
HIST 241.02 ST: Europe and Great Britain in the 20th Century TBA 0 0 William J Olejniczak OFFC in GREAT BRITAIN and SCOTLAND
POLI 359.01 ST: Remapping a Europe in Crisis TBA 0 0 Mark Long OFFC in GREAT BRITAIN and SCOTLAND
ART, LITERATURE AND CULTURE

ENGL 326.01 Irish Literature Joseph P Kelly OFFC in IRELAND
ENGL 363.01 Special Topics: Literature in History 1900-present Joseph P Kelly OFFC in IRELAND
FREN 383.01 Summer Internship in a French Workplace Juliette Bourdier OFFC in FRANCE
LTIT 250.01 Italian Literature in (English) Translation Massimo A Maggiari OFFC in ITALY
LTIT 250.02 Italian Literature in (English) Translation MTWRF 01:45 pm-03:30 pm Katherine Elizabeth Greenburg 06/04-07/03
LTIT 350.01 Italian Literature in (English) Translation Massimo A Maggiari OFFC in ITALY
ITST 390.01 ST: The Italian Renaissance in Pop Culture MTWRF 08:30 am-12:00 pm 22 22 Michael J Maher 05/13-05/31
LTRS 270 01 M 3.000 Studies in Russian Film TBA O O TBA SUMMER I 06/04-07/03
SPAN 320.01 Introduction to Textual Analysis Nadia D Avendano in SPAIN
SPAN 328.01 Spanish Language Study Abroad Nadia D Avendano in SPAIN
SPAN 333.01 Topics in Hispanic Cultures Maria D Colomina-Garrigos in SPAIN

Latin America and the Caribbean Concentration Course Offerings Summer 2019

LACS 101.01 Introduction to Latin American and Caribbean Studies ONLINE Raul Carrillo-Arciniega SUMMER II 07/08-08/04

HISTORY AND POLITICS

ANTH 328.01 Aztecs, Maya, and their Ancestors ONL Barbara E Borg SUMMER I 06/04-07/03 ONLINE